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REAPER Help Sheet 
 

BASICS.1 
Saving Project: Click on “File”->”Save Project” or press Command+S 

Playback: Click on numbers at top of window to move playhead, "space bar" to play 
Add Audio: "Insert"->"Media file..." (or drag and drop) to load new audio file 
Move Audio: Click on an audio region and drag it left and right 
Split Audio: Click on an audio region, move playhead to where you want to split, and 
press ‘S’ 
Copy/Paste Audio: Click on an audio region and use Command+C (Edit->Copy) then 
click where you want to paste audio and use Command+V (Edit->Paste)	
Delete Audio: Click on an audio region and press “delete” 
Add a New Audio Track: “Track”->”Insert New Track” or press Command+T to add a 
new audio track 
Zoom In/Out: Use the + and – buttons at the right hand side of the screen to zoom 
in/out vertically and horizontally 
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BASICS.2 
Turn On/Off Grid: The grid causes audio regions to snap to the vertical lines. Turn it on 
and off using Option+G 
Trim Ends of Audio: Hover over the lower left or right of an audio region and click and 
drag 
Fade Audio In/Out: Hover over the upper left or right of an audio region and click and 
drag in to create fades in/out (changing volume) 
Shift Audio Contents: To shift the contents of an audio region hold down “Option”, click 
on an audio region, and drag left and right 
Reverse Audio: To reverse an audio region right-click on the audio region and select 
“reverse items as new take”. This will reverse the region. Click on the region to switch 
between the reverse and normal versions. 
Changing Volume of a Track: Click and drag the knob to the right of the track’s name 
(up to make track louder, down to make it quieter). Double click to return to default 
value. 
Changing Panning of a Track: Panning is left-right placement of the track’s sound. Click 
and drag the knob below the track’s name to adjust how much of the track is in the left 
and right speakers. Double click to return to default value. 
 



 
 
 

 

ADVANCED.1 
Apply Effects to a Track: Click the “FX” button below and to the right of the name of a 
track to bring up the effects window. These change the sound of all audio regions on 
the track and can be customized. Effects include echo, distortion, reverb, equalization, 
and many more… 
Change Volume and Panning Over Time: Select a track by clicking on its name. Press 
‘v’ or ‘p’ to bring up a display of volume and panning over time. Hold down “Command” 
and click and drag in this area to draw in the volume or panning over time! 
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ADVANCED.2 
Change Effect Settings Over Time: Click and drag the bottom of the left-hand part of a 

track (under the panning knob, other buttons) to expand it to show the  button. 
Click this to open the “Envelopes” window. If you have effects on that track, you can 
click on names of their parameters to change them over time (see “Change Volume and 
Panning Over Time”, above, for how to do this). 
Apply Effects to a Region: Click on an audio region and press Shift+E to bring up a 
window which will allow you to add effects to JUST that audio region. 
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SAVING YOUR WORK TO AN AUDIO FILE 
 
To save your work as an audio file, click “File”->”Render…”.  
This will open a VERY COMPLEX window. Don’t worry! The only settings you need to 
change are the name (“File name:”) and where you’re going to save it to (“Directory:”, 
which you can change by clicking “Browse…” and picking a location on your 
computer). 
Then click “Render 1 file…” to save your whole project as a single audio file. 


